The One About the Cross
“Teacher, when you tell stories, do you think sometimes you could tell me the one about the cross. I keep
wondering what that cross is about.” I will never forget that question from a little boy who attended church and
my Bible class for the first time.
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The Story of the Cross

A great way to give meaning to the story Jesus is Crucified and to explain the story of the Burial and
Resurrection is to tell them using a single sheet of paper.
Notebook paper or typing paper is fine. You will be tearing layers of paper so I would suggest light or thin paper
instead of something thick. It won’t matter if the paper is already written on so you could even use a page out of a
magazine or newspaper.
Note: I can’t claim this idea as an original. I have seen it used in many ways and sourced from many different
places so I’m not sure what the original source is. I’ve written my own story words and took my own photos but I
used some of the ideas for folding instructions from http://maryricehopkins.com.
Photo Instructions:
Printable Instructions in PDF

Words you could use to tell The Story of the Cross
Do you know about Jesus and the story of the cross? A cross has special meaning for Christians because it
reminds of something very sad and something amazing all at the same time. And the story of the cross is about
you and me and every single person in the world.
First for the SAD part: (Say this part as you fold the paper)
Jesus always did good. He taught people how to love God. He made sick people well. He even did miracles like
changing water to wine and turning a small amount of fish and bread into enough food to feed over 5,000 people.
Jesus never sinned (did bad things). It doesn’t make sense that a good person like Jesus would be punished as if
he was a bad person. But that is exactly what happened. Even though he had never done anything wrong he was
punished. His punishment was to be put on a cross and to stay there until he died. It was a very sad day when
Jesus died.
After he died Jesus was taken down off the cross. His body was wrapped in cloths and buried in a tomb.
“Death” is the sad part of the story of the cross. (Unfold the cross as you say this)
Now for the AMAZING part:
On the third day after Jesus died some women went to go visit the tomb where he had been buried. But Jesus’
body was not inside the tomb. The cloths were there but Jesus’ body was gone.
There were an angel nearby and he told the women that Jesus was not in the tomb because he was now ALIVE!
The women could hardly believe it. But then, Jesus appeared to them and even talked to them. Jesus died and
then came back to life again.
“Life” is the amazing part of the story of the cross. (Form the word “life” as you say this)
Now for the part about YOU and ME: (Just say this last part)
After Jesus rose from the dead he spent forty days with many of his friends and others. Then, he did not die but
went straight up to heaven instead.
The good news is that Jesus died on the cross for you and for me and everyone in the world. He loves us and does
not want us to have to be punished for our sins. Dying on the cross and coming back to life showed that Jesus has
power over death. He has the power to save us from death, too.
Jesus will live forever and he wants everyone to live forever with him. Anyone who follows Jesus will live forever
with him. Do you want to follow Jesus?
The story of the cross reminds us that “Jesus loves you and me”.
Scriptures for the Teacher to Study:
Matthew 28:1-15
Mark 15:42- 16:14
Luke 23:50-24:44
John 19:38-20:31
Romans 5:8
Romans 6:1-14
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After Easter: Empty Eggs and the
Empty Tomb
Sometimes it seems like the
resurrection of Jesus is just
mixed in with the Easter
bunny and Easter eggs and
that makes me
uncomfortable.

I remember, as a young mother, what the “after Easter slump” felt like. The children were grumpy after their
sugar high. Little bits of fractured egg shell were in the carpet. I would find candy wrappers and Easter basket
grass in all sorts of secret hiding places for weeks to come.
I don’t want to put away the story of Jesus along with the Easter decorations! It has occurred to me that the days
following Easter are a great time to review the story of the resurrection and talk about the impact this event has
on our lives every day of the year.
You might notice how shops tend to put all of their Easter decorations on sale after Easter. How about buying a
dozen of those plastic Easter eggs (the kind you open and put things inside)? You can use them to review the
story of the resurrection. Of course you don’t have to use plastic eggs at all if they are not available. You can just
show the items to the children one after the other. The eggs are just easy to use and store away.

Here’s what you do:
(click here for printable instructions)
1. Collect 12 plastic eggs and a used egg carton to store them in.
2. Use a permanent marker to number the eggs from one to twelve.
3. Collect representative items (listed below) and put them inside the eggs. Place the eggs inside the egg
carton.
4. Introduce the story by asking the children how they would feel if they went on an Easter egg hunt and every
egg they found was empty. Lead into the lesson by saying sometimes it is GOOD if an egg is empty.
Sometimes an empty egg is the best egg of all.
5. Open the egg carton and begin the lesson by opening egg number one.
6. As you open the eggs one at a time you re-tell the story to the children. You might let them guess what
each of the items might represent.
7. After you tell the story distribute the eggs to the children and let them take turns re-telling the story.
8. If you are able and have fewer children then you might help the children make one of these sets each to
take home.
Here’s a list of items for inside the eggs:
Egg #1: A leaf or twig for the Triumphal Entry– Matthew 21:1-11
Egg #2: A cracker or communion cup for The Last Supper– Luke 22:7-23
Egg #3: Coins for Judas betraying Jesus– Matthew 26:14-16
Egg #4: Thorns from a bush for the crown of thorns Matthew 27:27-31
Egg #5: A cross for Jesus carrying the cross John 19:17
Egg #6: Nails for Jesus being nailed to the cross John 19:18; John 20:25-29
Egg #7: Dice and purple cloth for the soldiers casting lots for Jesus’ clothes– John 19:23-24
Egg# 8: Black paper or cloth for darkness covering the earth– Matthew 27:45
Egg #9: Sponge for the offer of vinegar on a sponge– Matthew 27:46-48
Egg #10: Cloth (white) for Joseph of Arimathea wrapping Jesus in cloth– Matthew 27:57-60
Egg #11: A stone for the stone that was rolled away– Matthew 28:1-4
Egg #12: EMPTY!!- Jesus is alive! Matthew 28:5-7
This idea is not new with me. I’ve listed some sites below that explain some other variations.
Teaching items in eggs and printable scripture references at
http://www.playeatgrow.com/2012/03/play-and-grow-homemade-resurrection.html
If you are in a rush then here is one example with printable picture cards to put inside the eggs at
http://www.christianpreschoolprintables.com/wp-content/uploads/CPP/BibleHolidays/Easter/ResurrectionEg
gsUpdate.pdf
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